The N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) is widely known to be the synaptic coincidence detector essential for controlling synaptic plasticity[@b1][@b2][@b3] and gating memory formation[@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12]. Together with the NR1 core subunit, the NR2A and NR2B subunits form the diheteromeric or triheteromeric complex of the NMDA receptor in the forebrain regions[@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16]. Depending on ages or states of animals, dynamic changes in NR2A and NR2B can lead to the different mixture of NR1/NR2A, NR1/NR2B, and NR1/NR2A/NR2B receptors in the forebrain[@b16][@b17]. There is a higher amount of NR2B expression in postnatal and juvenile brains, but NR2A gradually becomes more prevalent in adulthood and advanced ages[@b14][@b15][@b18][@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22]. Based on distinct biophysical properties of the NR2A and NR2B (such as longer channel opening duration with the NR2B subunit than the NR2A, etc.), it has been hypothesized that an increased NR2A:NR2B ratio in the sexually matured and/or aged brains may represent a major genetic factor underlying the age-dependent, gradual constraint on memory functions in comparison to that of juvenile or younger brains[@b9][@b17][@b21][@b22][@b23]. However, it is difficult to test this NR2A:NR2B ratio hypothesis by directly comparing the young animals with the aged animals because there are significant differences in expression of many other genes between those two age groups. Moreover, the levels of NR2A or NR2B expression in the cortex and hippocampus can also be dynamically modulated by individual experiences (i.e. enriched environment, or social interactions).

A series of genetic studies have shown that global knockout of NR2A resulted in lesser CA1 long-term potentiation, a moderate deficiency in spatial reference memory and fear memory (but see[@b4], reporting normal spatial reference memory), and/or significant spatial working memory deficit. This suggests that the presence of NR2B in NR2A^−/−^ mice largely preserves LTP[@b5][@b24] and most long-term memories. On the other hand, genetic deletion of NR2B in the forebrain- or hippocampus-specific knockout of NR2B results in more profound memory deficits and impaired LTP[@b3][@b25]. These experiments, by examining the extreme ends of the NR2A:NR2B ratio spectrum (without NR2A or NR2B), have provided fundamental insights into the roles of the pure NR2A- or NR2B-containing NMDA receptor population under the given test conditions.

The initial evidence for the concept that an increased NR2A:NR2B ratio may reduce synaptic plasticity and memory function in adulthood came from our NR2B transgenic experiments. We previously showed that genetic overexpression of NR2B in the mouse forebrain can lead to larger hippocampal long-term potentiation (10--100 Hz range, without affecting LTD) and enhanced learning and memory function as tested in seven different memory tasks[@b9][@b20][@b22][@b26][@b27][@b28]. Similar memory and LTP enhancement was also observed in NR2B overexpression transgenic rats, pointing to the conserved beneficial effects of NR2B in multiple animal species[@b29]. Thus, these NR2B overexpression experiments, along with other studies[@b21][@b23], have provided important, but circumstantial evidence that the increased NR2A:NR2B ratio can be detrimental to greater synaptic plasticity and memory function in the older brains. In this study, we have directly tested this hypothesis and investigated the effects of increased NR2A:NR2B ratio in the adult mouse forebrain on synaptic plasticity and learning behaviors by producing CaMKII promoter-driven NR2A transgenic mice. We combined hippocampal slice electrophysiology and behavioral paradigms to investigate how such overexpression may alter synaptic plasticity and cognition. We show that the high NR2A amount in the forebrain principal excitatory neurons can selectively affect long-term memory formation. But surprisingly, instead of the predicted smaller LTP in the CA1 region of the NR2A transgenic mice, we found that NR2A overexpression selectively abolished 3--5 Hz frequency-induced LTD in the CA3-CA1 synapses without affecting 100 Hz LTP or 1 Hz LTD. This suggests to us a novel step by which long-term memory consolidation engages LTD-like process to sculpt, crystallize, and incorporate newly acquired information into long-term knowledge in the brain.

Results
=======

Production and basic characterization of Tg-NR2A transgenic mice
----------------------------------------------------------------

We used a CaM-kinase-II (CaMKII) promoter[@b9][@b30][@b31] to construct NR2A subunit overexpression vector ([Fig. 1A](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and produced a forebrain-specific NR2A overexpression transgenic mouse line. We confirmed the transgene integration into genome by both Southern blot analysis (not shown) and PCR using SV40 Poly(A) probes ([Fig. 1B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Next, we performed a series of *in situ* hybridization experiments to visualize the overexpression pattern of the NR2A in the forebrain regions ([Figure 1C](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The transgene expression was highly enriched in the cortex, striatum, and hippocampus, but not in the hind brain regions such as the cerebellum ([Fig. 1C](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Western blot analysis of the forebrain tissue also confirmed enhanced NR2A protein expression over the wild type animals ([Fig. 1D](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) in these regions as well, while the expression of the NR2A in the cerebellum remained unchanged. Our light microscopy examination did not find any noticeable structural abnormalities in the transgenic brains. These biochemical and histological data confirm that these transgenic animals express as expected in the mouse forebrain areas.

The NR2A transgenic mice can mate and grow normally. They had similar body size and weight (30.88 ± 0.71 g, n = 12) in comparing to their wild-type littermates (30.62 ± 1.20 g, n = 13; t-test, p = 0.87). Throughout the handling and behavioral experiments, we observed no seizures or convulsions in the transgenic mice. Both genotypes of mice can swim normally and had the similar swimming speeds ([Fig. 1E](#f1){ref-type="fig"}; (Tg: n = 10, 14.46 ± 0.90 cm/sec vs. Wt: n = 10, 13.25 ± 0.67 cm/sec). To assess the locomotor activity patterns, we use the open field paradigm and found that the transgenic mice were indistinguishable from the wild-type mice ([Fig. 1F](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, Line crossed in Tg mice: 1,059 ± 52.33, n = 9; and in Wt: 927.17 ± 75.63, n = 6, t-test, p = 0.22), indicating comparable locomotor activity. Moreover, there is no difference in the time distribution in the center area and periphery area between the transgenic and wild-type controls ([Fig. 1G](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Center area: Tg, 180.91 ± 54.97 s vs. Wt, 170.60 ± 63.75s. Periphery area: Tg, 447.04 ± 30.33 s vs. Wt, 429.41 ± 63.75 s). To evaluate anxiety levels, we examined the mice using the elevated-plus maze paradigm. Once again, there was no difference between the genotypes ([Fig. 1H](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Both types of mice preferred to spend more time in the closed arm (Tg: 55.14 ± 6.86% vs. Wt: 58.33 ± 6.89%) than the open arm (Tg: 25.94 ± 7.94% vs. Wt: 19.15 ± 5.11%). These basic behavioral assays suggest that the transgenic NR2A mice are indistinguishable to their counterpart littermates in basic behaviors.

Selective deficits in long-term but not short-term novel object recognition
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the effect of NR2A overexpression on recognition memory, we tested the animals in a novel object recognition task. The Tg-NR2A animals exhibit similar exploratory behavior and motivation as their wild-type littermates in the training phase of our novel object recognition test spending approximately equal time with each identical object (Wt: n = 10, 48.57 ± 2.94%; Tg: n = 10, 50.15 ± 0.93%, [Fig. 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the wild type mice showed a strong preference for the novel object at the one hour retention test. Similarly, we found that the Tg-NR2A transgenic mice also showed good 1-hr recognition memory, spending comparable amount of time in exploring the novel object than the familiar object (Wt: n = 10, 61.46 ± 1.54%, Tg: n = 10, 57.80 ± 3.53%, [Fig. 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that the transgenic mice can learn, remember, and retrieve the memory of the older object on the short-term time scale at the similar level in comparison to that of the wild-type mice.

Using another group of mice, we measured the 1-day novel object recognition to assess the long-term recognition memory of the tg-NR2A mice. The wild-type mice show robust 1-day memory performances, whereas the Tg-NR2A exhibited no preference at all (wt: n = 10, 72.67 ± 5.74%; NR2A: n = 10, 49.59 ± 4.0%, [Fig. 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that while the Tg-NR2A animals were able to retain object recognition memory for a short amount of time, they are impaired in long-term object recognition memory, unable to distinguish between the novel object and the familiar object after 24 hours of the initial learning.

Selective deficits in long-term but not short-term fear conditioning memories
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test the associative learning in our transgenic mouse line, we used two associative learning paradigms, namely contextual fear conditioning and cued fear conditioning. Contextual fear conditioning is a hippocampal-dependent associative learning process that requires the memory of the context in which an adverse event occurs to be remembered[@b32][@b33][@b34][@b35]. During the training phase, both the wild-type mice and the NR2A transgenic mice showed similar freezing responses (Wt: n = 10, 16.33 ± 5.24%; Tg: n = 14, 12.67 ± 3.86%, [Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) indicating a normal fear response. At the one hour recall, the animals are placed back into the identical operant chamber to assess their contextual memory. The Tg-NR2A animals demonstrated similar contextual fear memory at the one hour recall as the wild type animals (Wt: n = 10, 35.1 ± 8.15%, Tg n = 10, 33.68 ± 6.58%, [Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrating that tg-NR2A mice have normal short-term contextual emotional memory recall.

For the 24 hour retention test, we used a separate group of animals for fear conditioning training. They were placed back into the identical operant chamber and observed for freezing 24-hr after learning. We found that the Tg-NR2A animals showed significantly less contextual freezing than the wild type mice (Wt: n = 10, 45.00 ± 5.70%; NR2A: n = 14, 27.41 ± 5.24%, [Fig. 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the Tg-NR2A are impaired in long-term contextual fear memory.

Cued fear conditioning pairs a conditioned stimulus (CS), a tone, co-terminated with an unconditioned stimulus (US), a mild shock. Learning of this paradigm is known to be independent of the hippocampus[@b34]. During the pre-tone time period, both groups of animals exhibited little freezing (Wt: 2.22 ± 1.00%; NR2A: 3.61 ± 2.00%, [Fig. 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), reflecting a similar exploratory response to a novel environment. Upon cue, the Tg-NR2A animals exhibited strong but similar cued freezing responses at the one hour recall testing in comparison to that of wild-type littermates (wt: n = 10, 68.69 ± 5.3%; NR2A: n = 10, 67.71 ± 4.6%, [Fig. 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

Using another batch of mice, we examined how transgenic mice may perform with long-term memory retention. Under this condition, the NR2A transgenic animals exhibited significantly less freezing (n = 10, 14.72 ± 6.18%, [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) than their wild-type littermates (n = 10, 68.33 ± 6.04%) at the 24 hour cued recall test. Similar immediate freezing by the transgenic animals during the learning as well as during 1-hr recall tests collectively suggest that the transgenic mice had the same ability to learn, remember, recall, and behaviorally express fear memories, yet the transgenic animals were unable to retain the association of the context or tone to the foot shock for a longer period of time. These fear conditioning experiments revealed that the mutant mice are deficient in turning both short-term contextual and cued fear memories into long-term memories regardless of whether the fear conditioning occurred in hippocampal-dependent or hippocampal independent manner.

Deficits in spatial reference memory
------------------------------------

To examine the effect of NR2A overexpression on spatial memory, we further tested the spatial reference memory of the Tg-NR2A animals using a hidden platform water plus-maze test. This version of the water maze requires the animal to actively seek the platform to escape the water ([Fig. 5A](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). The hidden platform location is at the end of the east arm. It is generally considered that this spatial plus maze is an easier task as the animal has considerably fewer options than the conventional Morris water maze[@b10]. The platform was submerged in one of the four arms of the cross maze and remained in the same location throughout the length of the experiment[@b10]. There were four trials per day, with each arm (North, west or south arm) being the starting location of at least one trial each day. The mutant mice exhibited indistinguishable swimming ability and swimming speed in comparison to that of the wild-type mice ([Fig. 1E](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The wild-type animals (n = 11) learned the task over the trials, spending approximately 59.37 ± 4.77 s on day one searching for the platform. They steadily improved to 12.04 ± 1.67 s on day six ([Fig. 5B](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, while the Tg-NR2A animals (n = 11) initially spent 72.53 ± 4.62 s searching for the hidden platform on day one, they were much slower in acquiring this task, and only improved their escape latency to 39.78 ± 5.0 s by day six ([Fig. 5B](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that the Tg-NR2A animals had difficulty in remembering the arm where the hidden platform was located using the distal spatial cues. To further confirm the spatial memory formation, we also performed a transfer test in which the platform was removed from the maze at the end of the day six training session. The mouse was placed in the maze and allowed to explore the platform for 90 seconds. The time in the target and other arm was measured and calculated. The wild-type animals spent significantly more time in the target arm than the transgenic animals (wt: n = 11, 41.08 ± 4.92%; NR2A, n = 11, 21.67 ± 8.35%, [Fig. 5C](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). The difference in the probe test confirmed that the transgenic mice were impaired in spatial reference memory function.

Selective deficits in 3--5 Hz induced LTD but not in 1 Hz LTD, 100 Hz LTP, and long-term depotentiation
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the effects of NR2A overexpression on electrophysiological properties in the brain, we used hippocampal slice recordings[@b8][@b9][@b22] in the Schaffer collateral-CA1 path from adult (4--6 months old) transgenic mice and aged matched wild-type littermates. Wild-type and transgenic mice showed no significant differences in input-output properties, and there were no significant differences found in paired-pulse ([Fig. 6A](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) facilitation (PPF, [Fig. 6B](#f6){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that presynaptic function is unchanged in the Tg-NR2A animals.

To examine the effects of NR2A expression on *in vitro* synaptic plasticity, we applied tetanic stimulation at high frequencies. We found that the hippocampal slices from the tg-NR2A animals show normal 100 Hz-induced long-term potentiation (LTP) as compared to the hippocampal slices from their wild-type littermates (100 Hz for 1 s: Wt: n = 6 slices/3 mice, 135.2 ± 7.6%; Tg: n = 8 slices/6 mice, 131.4 ± 11.6%, [Fig. 6C](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, there is no significant change in EPSP slope in response to 10 Hz stimulation and no difference was observed between the genotypes. (10 Hz for 1.5 min: Wt: n = 7 slices/4 mice, 103.2 ± 13.0%; Tg: n = 5 slices/3 mice, 109.7 ± 3.7%; ([Fig. 6D](#f6){ref-type="fig"}).

To investigate the effects of NR2A overexpression on LTD in the adult hippocampal slices (4--6 month old), we used three LTD frequency protocols, 5 Hz for 3 min, 3 Hz for 5 min, and 1 Hz for 15 min. Interestingly, at the 5 Hz stimulation, the transgenic hippocampal slices (n = 5 slices/4 mice, 113.6 ± 4.6%) show no LTD, while in the wild-type hippocampal slices (n = 4 slices/3 mice, 94.4 ± 1.8%) LTD was reliably induced ([Fig. 6E](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, at the 3 Hz low-frequency stimulation the transgenic slice potentials (n = 5 slices/3 mice, 99.2 ± 4.7%) show complete lack of synaptic depression in comparison to the wild type slice potentials (n = 7 slices/3 mice, 70.3 ± 11.3%, [Fig. 6F](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Surprisingly, at the 1 Hz low-stimulation frequency protocol, we found that there was no difference between the transgenic slices (n = 6 slices/4 mice, 86.1 ± 6.85%) and wild-type slices (n = 7 slices/5 mice, 82.4 ± 1.6%, [Fig. 6G](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). These results revealed a selective plasticity deficit in the transgenic NR2A slices at the 3--5 Hz frequency range.

Finally, we also performed the long-term depotentiation experiments. We first evoked LTP with 100 Hz and that was followed by a low-frequency stimulus (LFS) of 5 Hz for 3 min to produce depotentiation. Our results did not reveal any differences in this form of long-term depotentiation ([Fig. 6H](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, 6 slices/4 Tg mice, 8 slices/5 wt mice).

Discussion
==========

In the present study, we have tested a long-standing notion that an increased NR2A:NR2B ratio in sexually matured and/or aged brains is a major genetic factor underlying the developmental and age-dependent constraint on memory functions[@b17][@b21][@b22][@b23][@b29]. Our transgenic approach to increase NR2A expression in the forebrain allowed us to drive the population distribution of NR2A:NR2B ratio more toward the sexually matured or older brain state. This overcomes the complication if one simply compared the young wild-type animals with older wild-type animals because those two age groups may also have significant differences in expression of many other genes and other environmental factors. Our integrated analyses of the NR2A transgenic mice not only demonstrates the effects of increased NR2A:NR2B ratio on reducing long-term memory function, but also suggests that such a decline is associated with the abolished 3--5 Hz LTD type plasticity responses.

Overexpression of NR2A selectively affected 3--5 Hz CA1 LTD but not on 1 Hz-induced LTD or 100 Hz-induced LTP is surprising. This selective effect on 3--5 Hz frequency range would be hard to predict based on the available knowledge in the literature[@b1][@b5][@b36][@b37][@b38][@b39][@b40]. Pharmacological experiments suggest that both NR2A antagonist (NVP-AAM077, or NVP) and NR2B antagonist (Ro25-6981, or Ro) can reduce LTP[@b37][@b39][@b40][@b41]. Induction of LTD was inhibited by NVP in concentration-dependent manner, whereas blockers of NR2B-containing NMDARs had no significant effect[@b39][@b40]; but see[@b36]. Our previous studies show that overexpression of NR2B in the forebrain excitatory neurons result in superior learning and memory[@b9][@b20][@b22][@b26] and leads to enhanced 10--100 Hz LTP with no effect on LTD in either transgenic mice[@b9][@b22] or in transgenic rats[@b29]. In combining these results, our present study further shows that the altered ratio in NR2A:NR2B can produce continuous tuning of the LTD-LTP response curve as well as its amplitude. Such dynamic changes can also affect the percentage of the NR1/NR2A/NR2B triheterotetramers, the majority form in the adulthood, at CA3-CA1 synapses[@b16]. Since NR2B decreases significantly over sexual maturity and aging, this change can make the NR2B subunit the rate-limiting factor for bring the NMDA complex to synapses. This means that the increased production of NR2A may eventually overwhelm the NR2B, thus depriving the synapses with NR1/NR2B diheterotetramers. That is, an increase in NR2A would lead to the elevated NR1/NR2A diheterotetramers, and mixed with NR1/NR2A/NR2B triheterotetramers in the adult or aged hippocampus. This could explain some of the controversies in the literature on the NR2A and NR2B antagonists\' effects on LTP or LTD.

The observed relation between abolished 3-Hz range LTD and long-term memory deficits is very interesting and represents another surprising aspect of this study. The NMDA receptor is generally known to be essential for learning[@b7][@b12][@b17][@b42], memory consolidation[@b8][@b43][@b44], and long-term preservation of remote memories[@b6]. The traditional views have been focused primarily on LTP-like mechanism for long-term memory formation[@b17][@b45][@b46]. By comparison, whether and how LTD may play a role in learning and memory is much less clear[@b47][@b48][@b49][@b50][@b51][@b52]. The potential role of LTD in memory consolidation has been corroborated by a recent study reporting that *i.p.* injection of NR2A antagonist NVP blocked *in vivo* LTD and also impaired one-day high intensity training version of the Morris water maze[@b53]. However, the specificity of NVP has been questioned[@b37][@b38]. Another report shows that when NVP was administered via intrahippocampal injected, it also blocked *in vivo* LTP[@b39]. Thus, it is not clear what to account for such discrepancy on the drugs\' effects on LTP vs. LTD *in vivo*. It is possible that mixed diheterotetramer and triheterotetramer complex in the hippocampus or other brain regions may contribute such observations. Another recent study demonstrated that NVP reduced spatial earning in mice perhaps via down-regulating neurogenesis[@b54]. Other studies also reported that NVP affected the behavioral expression in addition to memory function[@b55]. In the present study, our genetic experiments demonstrated that NR2A overexpression in the excitatory neurons selectively abolished 3--5 Hz-induced LTD at CA3-CA1 synapses without affecting 1 Hz LTD, 100 Hz LTP, or long-term depotentiation. We would like point out that our present study only examined one form of LTP in the CA1-region during the early phase of LTP. Thus, it might be possible that other induction LTP-protocols as well as LTP-maintenance in both the CA1 and other brain regions might be affected by overexpression of NR2A-receptors as well. This needs to examine in future experiments.

Nonetheless, this loss of 3--5 Hz frequency plasticity in the NR2A transgenic mice offered us a unique opportunity to analyze possible functions on learning and memory within such context: We found that the mutant mice exhibited specific impairment in long-term memory but not in short-term memory tests of the same tasks, suggesting that the consolidation process, not recall, is compromised. Furthermore, these consolidation deficits were consistently observed in several tasks, namely, novel object recognition, contextual fear conditioning, cued fear conditioning, and spatial plus-water maze. Thus, the correlation between in abolished 3--5 Hz LTD responses and selective impairment LTM raises the fundamental question regarding the role of LTD in brain function in general[@b49][@b50], and more specifically, how and why converting or consolidating short-term memory into long-lasting memory may require the LTD-like process (at this frequency range)?

Here, we postulate a possibly conceptual framework for memory consolidation. In this novel "LTD-memory trace sculpting" framework, LTD, with its full low-frequency range, is essential for the memory circuits to perform the "memory trace sculpting". In other words, memory consolidation is not merely to reinforce the potentiated synapses (i.e. via LTP-like process) by repeating the learning patterns/sequences during the post-learning period, but also to sculpt and transform the newly acquired information by modifying and incorporating them into the existing knowledge network, a process engaging LTD in the memory circuits. The post-learning information pruning, sculpting, and crystalizing process requires LTD-like process via removing less relevant or less important information from learning, or disconnect contradictory knowledge already existed in long-term memory systems. Is there any possible indicator or evidence for such memory pattern sculpting during memory consolidation?

Our large-scale *in vivo* recording experiments show that real-time memory traces in the brain during the post-learning period not only routinely undergo spontaneous, but also differential reverberations[@b56][@b57][@b58]. More intriguingly, we also observed unexplained, new types of real-time memory traces during post-learning stage, which are different from the typical patterns evoked by learning stimuli[@b59]. The emergent new ensemble patterns provide circumstantial evidence for our interpretation which would also fit well the memory transformation theory[@b60][@b61].

This "LTD-memory trace sculpting" process may occur in at least two possible manners: The first scenario is that the LTD-like process occurs on the learning-activated cells, but only at those non-activated synapses. This heterosynaptic information-sculpting mechanism would enable the activated neurons to select, shape, alter, and crystallize the learning-acquired synaptic information for long-term pattern encoding. The major outcome of this sort of information sculpting is to reduce firing of the learning-activated neurons during the basal states or to other non-relevant inputs, thereby enabling the cells with great robustness and further pruning or modifying response selectivity during subsequent learning trials or recall. This cellular 'information-sculpting\' during memory consolidation via LTD-like process is also consistent with the *in vitro* data showing that LTP and LTD can occur at spatially segregated compartments in the same cells[@b62][@b63][@b64]. More importantly, heterosynaptic induction of either LTD or LTP can lead to late-associative interactions, reinforcing each other by the synaptic "cross-tagging"[@b65][@b66]. Therefore, the cross-tagging mechanism can form a cellular basis for achieving LTD-mediated heterosynaptic information sculpting necessary for memory consolidation and memory transformation.

The second scenario is that the LTD-like memory trace sculpting process occurs more broadly among general populations which were not necessarily activated by specific learning stimuli per se (i.e. via secondary interneuron actions). This 'network-level sculpting\' process may be further useful to achieve robust overall signal-to-noise ratio within the scale of the network by lowering the general background firing. Indeed, a broad effect of LTD responses on the "local network" has been observed in rat hippocampus upon exploring novel space or environment[@b48][@b67][@b68][@b69] as well as in the nucleus accumbens after cocaine use[@b70]. Such network-level effects may be mediated by neurotransmitters such as Ach, norepinephrine, or dopamine[@b71][@b72][@b73]. It will be of interest to test and distinguish the cellular- vs. network-level sculpting scenarios using *in vivo* neural recording techniques[@b57][@b59]. It is noteworthy to point out that the cellular sculpting and network sculpting processes are not necessarily exclusive to each other, but rather can work together for achieving efficient memory trace sculpting during long-term memory consolidation.

An alternative argument in addition to the above two proposed mechanisms may be that 3--5 Hz LTD occurred at the activated synapses of the learning-activated cells. However, this type of depotentiation mechanism has been suggested to be involved in reversal learning or tasks testing behavioral flexibility[@b74], where the acquired information relationship needs to be reversed or disassociated from trial to trial. Also, long-term memories are likely distributed among various cortical circuits beyond the hippocampus or limbic system[@b32][@b33][@b34][@b75][@b76][@b77][@b78][@b79]. We would like to suggest that the proposed cellular and network *LTD*-*memory trace sculpting mechanism*(s) may not be limited to the hippocampus, but also applicable to other cortex and limbic memory circuits. Testing this hypothesis will require both *in vitro* and *in vivo* physiological experiments in the future on different brain subregions. Interestingly, existing evidence already indicates that amygdala neurons produce both NMDAR-dependent LTP and LTD[@b80] which may engage in differential activation of NR2A or NR2B subunits[@b81][@b82][@b83]. However, it is conceivable that the complexity of the NR2A and NR2B ratio distribution among different subregions may result in different or unique physiological effects upon increased NR2A overexpression[@b82][@b84]. As such, the ratio of endogenous NR2B over NR2A subunits, for instance, in the central amygdala vs. the lateral amygdala[@b84] can provide a different base line for the NR2A overexpression effects in the transgenic brain. Individual variations of the NR2A:NR2B ratios in healthy brains may also lead to different LTP/LTD capacities, thereby different long-term memory performances.

Finally, our finding that increased NR2A can be detrimental to long-term memory or low-frequency range synaptic plasticity may potentially offer a genetic explanation for age-dependent constraint on certain aspects of long-term memory functions. As we all have experienced, long-term memory skills, such as foreign language learning skills after sexual maturity, exhibit subtle but critical decline (i.e. inability to get rid of native accent in contrast to learning a perfect second language without accent if starting before the onset of sexual maturity). Such changes are believed to be genetically based, and can benefit from LTD-like synaptic-weakening and pruning mechanism in the overlapping circuits. Although this particular example can be difficult to be examined in animal models, it can provide a clue as to how LTD-like process may be crucial for fine-tuning long-term memory function. Increased NR2A:NR2B ratio is likely one of the major genetic factors underlying age-dependent constraint on plasticity and long-term memory. It may also point to the often ignored aspects when seeking the treatment of brain disorders in humans such as Alzheimer\'s disease which are accompanied by increased NR2A[@b85][@b86][@b87][@b88]. In addition, the NR2A:NR2B ratio adjustment strategy may need to be fully considered in the future treatment for patients who carry heterozygous NR2A or NR2B mutations which are linked to mental retardation and/or epilepsy in humans[@b88]. For normal elders, it might be useful to explore strategies in modifying the NR2A:NR2B ratio by enriched experience or dietary supplements[@b20][@b22][@b89].

Future work may include the efforts to further understand how increased NR2A:NR2B ratio acts as a major genetic factor underlying age-dependent constraint on plasticity and long-term memory functions as early as the beginning of onset sexual maturity. This period is correlated with reduction in certain long-term memory skills, such as reduced ability in learning foreign languages without native accent in humans or song-learning in birds. Such changes are believed to be genetically based, and could benefit from LTD-like synaptic-weakening and pruning mechanism in the overlapping circuits.

In conclusion, we have tested the NR2A:NR2B ratio hypothesis on learning and memory, and demonstrated that increased NR2A expression did not affect short-term memory but can constrain long-term memory function. The selective reduction in long-term memory function is associated with abnormally compressed LTD responses in the 3--5 Hz frequency range without affecting 1 Hz LTD or 100 Hz LTP. Based on this unexpected finding, we present the "LTD-memory traces sculpting" hypothesis that LTD-like process actively engages in post-learning cellular- and network-level information sculpting, an essential step in transforming and consolidating long-term memory traces in the brain.

Methods
=======

Transgenic animal production
----------------------------

The founding line of transgenic animals was produced by pronuclear injection of a linearized NR2A transgene vector pJT-NR2A into C57B/6 zygotes similar to previously described[@b9][@b12]. Animals were then intercrossed with B6C57 for at least 8 generations. The genotypes of the Tg-NR2A transgenic mice were determined by PCR analysis of a tail biopsy. The transgene was detected using the SV40 poly(A) sequence, as previously described[@b9][@b22][@b29]. Southern blotting was used to confirm the transgene integration in to the transgenic mouse line. Western blotting of the forebrain regions (cortex and hippocampus) was visualized with a polyclonal anti-NR2A (Upstate/Millipore). For *in situ* hybridizations, brains from both the tg-NR2A animal and their wild-type littermates were isolated and 20 μm sections were prepared using a cryostat. The slices were hybridized to the \[α35S\] oligonucleotide probe which hybridized to the untranslated artificial intron region in the transgene similarly to the previously described[@b9].

Hippocampal-slice recordings
----------------------------

Hippocampal recordings procedures were the same as previously described[@b9][@b22][@b90]. Briefly, transverse slices of the hippocampus, obtained from (4--6 month old) NR2A transgenic mice and wild-type littermates, were rapidly prepared and placed into a submergible chamber for at least 2 hours prior to experimentation. The slices were subfused with artificial cerebral-spinal fluid consisting of 124 mM NaCl, 4.4 mM KCl, 2.0 mM CaCl~2~, 1.0 mM MgSO~4~, 25 mM NaCHO~3~, 1.0 mM Na~2~HPO~4~ and 10 mM glucose, and bubbled with 95% O~2~ and 5% CO~2~. A bipolar twisted insulated Ni-Cad wire was placed in Stratum Radiatum of CA1 region to deliver electro-stimuli. Extracellular field potentials were recorded with a glass microelectrode (3--7 MΩ, filled with ACSF) in the Stratum Radiatum of CA1 also. Test response elicited at 0.02 Hz. Current intensity (0.5--1.2 mA) which produced 30% of maximal response was used for studies of PPF and synaptic plasticity at different frequencies. For depotentiation experiments, the stimulus to produce LTP was 100 Hz for 1 sec. This was followed by a low-frequency stimulus (LFS) of 5 Hz for 3 min to produce depotentiation[@b91]. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. One way ANOVA followed by Donnett if applicable compared to wild-type controls were used for statistical analysis.

Behavioral testing
------------------

Animals were maintained in a 12 hr light/dark cycle in a temperature and humidity controlled environment. Adult NR2A transgenic mice and their wild-type littermates, aged 3--4 months were obtained and used for all behavioral testing. Separate cohorts of animals were used for each testing paradigm and each recall time point. All testing procedures were conducted in soundproofed, specialized behavior rooms. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Georgia Health Sciences University and closely adhere to the animal standards of care of the National Institutes of Health.

Open field paradigm
-------------------

Transgenic NR2A animals and their wild-type littermates are individually placed into a 20 in × 20 in × 10 in white Plexiglas box with a 2 in grid at the bottom. The animal is allowed to explore for ten minutes. The number of times the animal crosses the horizontal or vertical lines is counted as the number of line crosses. The periphery of the open field was considered to be the first four inches along the wall, while the center of the open field was the square inside this area[@b10].

Elevated plus maze
------------------

The elevated plus maze consisted of a black Plexiglas "plus" approximately 24 in above the floor, with each arm measuring 30 cm in length. Two opposite arms were left open, with the other two arms being enclosed on three sides. The ambient room lighting was 75 lux. The amount of time the animals spend within the enclosed arms was recorded, as while as the amount of time the animal spent in the open arms[@b10].

Novel object recognition
------------------------

Behavioral paradigm was the same as previously described[@b9][@b90]. Animals were individually habituated to the open field testing environment. Due the training session the animals were placed in the open field apparatus with two identical objects and the ratio of the time each animal spent exploring the two identical objects was measured to determine the exploratory preference. At the describe time the animals were placed back in the open field apparatus with one familiar and one novel object, the time each animal spend with each object was measured to determine the recognition memory. Each group of animals was subjected to only one retention test.

Fear conditioning
-----------------

Animals underwent testing as previously described[@b8][@b90]. To test the cued-fear associative memory in the tg-NR2A and wild-type mice, animals are trained by being placed in an operant testing chamber (10 in × 10 in × 15 in). The conditioned stimulus (CS) used was a 85 dB tone at 2,800 Hz for 30 seconds, followed by a continuous scrambled foot shock at 0.75 mA (the unconditioned stimulus, US) during the last 2 seconds of the CS. The animal remained in the chamber for another 30 s to measure immediate freezing responses. After 1 hour or 24 hours, the mice were placed into a novel chamber for three minutes, followed immediately by the CS tone for 3 minutes and the freezing responses were recorded. Freezing was judged as the complete immobility of the animal, except for respiratory movements. To test the contextual memory of the animals, 1 hour or 24 hours after the training, the mice were placed back into the shock chamber and monitored for 3 min (contextual conditioning). Separate cohorts of animals were used for each recall session and no animal underwent two recall sessions.

Spatial memory
--------------

To test the spatial memory of the transgenic animals, we used a modified Morris water maze paradigm, the water-filled cross maze, each of the four arms (N, S, E and W) measures 30 cm and was constructed of thick-walled, clear Plexiglass. The maze was surrounded by a black curtain with 4 distal spatial cues hung on it such that one cue was at the end of each of the four arms, N, S, E and W. The water was maintained at 25°C and made opaque with titanium oxide. For the landmark task, a white rectangle was placed directly over the distal end of the arm in which the platform was located, directly above the platform. Each animal was placed into one of the remaining arms and allowed to search for the platform for 90 seconds. At the end of 90 seconds if the animal was unable to find the platform it was guided to the platform by the experimenter and allowed to remain there for 10 seconds. The platform and landmark were relocated to a different arm for each trial. Each animal underwent 4 trials/day for two days[@b10]. To investigate the spatial memory of the Tg-NR2A animals, we also tested them in the hidden platform cross maze. In this paradigm the platform is submerged so that it is not visible to the animal, the landmark is removed, and the platform remains in the same position for all trials. Each animal was placed in the water and allowed to explore the four arms for 90 seconds in search of the fixed hidden escape platform. If, at the conclusion of the trial, the animal was unable to find the hidden platform, it was guided to the platform by the experimenter and allowed to stay for 10 seconds. Each animal underwent 4 trials/day for six days. During the transfer test the platform was removed from the water and the animal was allowed to search for 90 seconds. The time in each arm was recorded. For the landmark platform test, the protocol was the same as described except that the platform was moved for each block of trials. The landmark was a white rectangle that was placed over the distal end of the arm in which the platform was located.

Data analysis
-------------

All results are expressed as mean ± SEM. Behavioral data were analyzed by either one-way or two way ANOVA followed by post hoc Dunnett\'s test or a Student\'s T-test to determine significance. Differences were considered statistically significant if p \< 0.05.
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![Construction and basic characterizations of Tg-NR2A animals.\
(A) Construct design for transgene vector for the Tg-NR2A mouse line. (B) PCR results for the transgenic animal line using an SV-40 primer with DNA isolated from tail biopsy. Columns labeled with "Tg" represent the positive transgene detection, columns labeled "Wt" indicate the wildtype littermates. (C) In situ hybridization with the NR2A probe. A significant increase in the amount of the NR2A subunit is present in the forebrain regions. (D) Western blot of the cortex confirms the significant increase of NR2A in the forebrain of the transgenic animal in comparison to the wildtype forebrain. (E) The Tg-NR2A animals and their wild-type littermates were found to have similar swimming speeds (Wt: n = 10, 13.25 ± 0.67 vs Tg: n = 10, 14.46 ± 0.90 cm/s). (F) The Wt and Tg-NR2A animals had similar number of line crosses in the open field paradigm (Wt: n = 6, 927.17 ± 75.63 vs. Tg: n = 9, 1,059 ± 52.33, t-test p = 0.22). (G) Both the Wt and the Tg mice preferred the periphery of the open field (Wt: 447.04 ± 33.03 s vs 429.41 ± 63.75 s) to the center of the open field (Wt: 170.60 ± 63.75 s vs. Tg: 180.91 ± 54.97 s). (H) Elevated Plus Maze: Both the Tg-NR2A and the Wt animals preferred the closed arms (Tg: 55.14 6.86% vs Wt: 58.33 ± 6.89%) to the open arms (Tg: 25.94 ± 7.94% vs Wt: 19.15 ± 5.11%).](srep01036-f1){#f1}

![Impaired long-term novel Object Recognition.\
(A) During training both groups of animals spent approximately equal time exploring both objects (wt: n = 10, 48.57 ± 2.94%; NR2A: n = 10, 50.15 ± 0.93%). During the one hour retention test the tg-NR2A animals and their wild-type littermates spent approximately equal time investigating the novel object (wt: n = 10, 61.46 ± 1.55%; NR2A: n = 10, 57.80 ± 3.53%). (B) In the 24 hour recall session the tg-NR2A showed no preference for the novel object (NR2A: n = 10 49.59 ± 4.00%) whereas the wild-type animals show significantly more interest in the novel object (wt: n = 10, 72.67 ± 5.74). \* p = 0.015.](srep01036-f2){#f2}

![Impaired long-term contextual Fear Conditioning.\
(A) There were no differences found in the immediate freezing responses of either group of animals (wt: n = 10, 16.33 ± 5.24%; NR2A: n = 10, 13.33 ± 6.30%). At the 1 hour recall session, both animals demonstrated similar freezing indicated no differences in fear memory at one hour (wt: n = 10, 35.1 ± 8.15%; NR2A: n = 10, 33.68 ± 6.58%). (B) During the 24 hour contextual recall session the wild-type animal has a significantly higher freezing response than the tg-NR2A animals (wt: n = 10, 45.57 ± 5.70%; NR2A: n = 10, 27.41 ± 5.24%).](srep01036-f3){#f3}

![Impaired long-term cued Fear Conditioning.\
(A) In the cued fear conditioning training, neither group showed a significant freezing response to the chamber before the tone was presented (wt: n = 10 2.22 ± 1.00%; NR2A n = 10, 3.61 ± 2.00%). At the one hour recall session both the tg-NR2A and their wild-type littermates exhibited similar freezing responses to the tone (wt: n = 10, 68.69 ± 6.05%, NR2A: n = 10, 67.71 ± 4.60%). (B) In a separate cohort of animals at the 24 hour cued recall test the wild-type animals exhibited significantly more freezing than the tg-NR2A animals (wt: 68.33 ± 6.04%; NR2A 14.72 ± 6.1%; \*\* p = 2.96 × 10^−6^).](srep01036-f4){#f4}

![Impaired performance in spatial Plus Maze.\
(A) Experimental set up of the water plus maze. The dotted circle in the east arm indicates the location of the fixed hidden platform. The starting position for each of the trials was the north, west or south arm. (B) In the hidden platform paradigm the wild-type were able to find the platform significantly faster than the Tg-NR2A animals on days 3--6. (C) During the transfer tests on day 7 the tg-NR2A animals spent significantly less time in the target arm than the wild-type animals (wt: 12.04 ± 1.67s, NR2A: 39.78 ± 5.5 s).](srep01036-f5){#f5}

![Electrophysiology of hippocampal slices.\
(A) There were no significant differences in the basal synaptic transmission as seen in the CA3-CA1 input-output curve. (B) The paired-pulse facilitation was unchanged between the Wt and the Tg animals indicating that the presynaptic function is unchanged. (C) A 100 Hz frequency for 1 s was able to produce similar LTP in Tg-NR2A animals and their wild-type littermates (wt: n = 6/3, NR2A: n = 8/6). (D) High frequency stimulation of 10 Hz for 10 s produced similar LTP in both the tg-NR2A animals and their wild-type littermates (wt: n = 7/4, NR2A: n = 5/3). (E) A 5 Hz stimulation for 180 s was also unable to produce LTD in the transgenic animals, also it was still able to produce LTD in the wild-type animals (wt: n = 4/3, NR2A: n = 5/4). (F) A 3 Hz stimulation for 300 s was unable to produce LTD in the transgenic animals, whereas the same stimulation was able to produce LTD in wild-type animals (wt: n = 7/3, NR2A: n = 5/3). (G) Low frequency stimulation (1 Hz for 900 s) induced similar LTD in both the wild-type and tg-NR2A animals (wt: n = 7/5, NR2A: n = 6/4). (H) There was no change seen in the depotentiation of the transgenic NR2A hippocampal slices.](srep01036-f6){#f6}
